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Fullrliving is a content based website and welcome contributors’ to submit
articles for approval to be published on our site. We want your submission
process to be successful and to that end, we’ve created this guide to aid
your submission process. If you are reading this guide, it means you’ve
taken the time to read our contributor page because this page is not in our
menu and the only link to it is via our contributors page.

Since you’ve taken the time to thoroughly review that page, this document
is a reference to use before nalizing your submission to us. If you have
questions not answered from the contribution page and this guide, please
contact us. Again, we want your experience to be fruitful.
Fullrliving’s is a website pertaining to self-development. We accept articles
based on these major categories:

• Envo
• Kaizen
• Life Hacks

• Paper
• Newz
• Vitality
• Toolz

Please visit our site for further explanation of the above categories and to
see if we added any additional categories.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMITTED ARTICLES
AUTHENTIC
1. The articles you submit MUST be original
2. We will check all submissions through Copy scape, and a thorough
Google search.

WE WILL NOT CONSIDER:
1. Articles that have already been published. Published includes social
media platforms.
2. published articles that have been rewritten.
3. Recycled articles
4. Stolen articles - any content used without permission from the original
author
5. Any inappropriate content -pertaining to sex, sexual performance,
gambling and the like

OUR GOAL
Fullrliving’ s goal is to motivate its readers to take steps towards living their
ideal life. The articles we publish will fall within that guideline. We want
articles that fall within the categories mention on our site.
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WE WILL NOT CONSIDER
1. Articles promoting your website, brand, or written as advertisement for
your business.
2. Articles full of uff.

WELL-WRITTEN
1. Grammatically correct, spelling error free and seamless in its
presentation.
2. Have as few edits as possible.

WE WILL NOT CONSIDER
1. Articles that require extensive editing.
2. Haphazard content that makes no sense and purpose isn’t clear.

WORD COUNT
Our minimum word count is 800 words. Our maximum is 1200.

TIPS
WE DO NOT RECOMMEND LONG PARAGRAPHS
Break up your content into brief paragraphs. Each paragraph should be
less than 300 words.
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HEADINGS
Although we prefer plain text when submitting your article, write as if there
is a main heading, a subheading at the start of each paragraph.

WRITING STYLE
1. Start with a good title that has emotional and power words
2. Your articles should inspire. Write as if you’re sharing a story, as if you
relate to your reader. A sympathetic approach can help to connect with
your readers.
3. Keep your writing simple
4. Put yourself in your reader’s shoes
5. Reject complexity, the simpler the better
6. Write in the rst person

BEFORE SUBMITTING YOUR ARTICLE, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS:
1. Is my article helpful?
2. Who will it help?
3. How will it help?
4. If I were visiting the site you are submitting the article would you enjoy
this article?
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